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Note: Because we have all chosen every single thought, all of our life, chosen to surrender to 
our inherited predispositions, formed entrenched sinful neural pathways, become enslaved to 
these patterns of behavior and produced sins, we often choose to guilt & shame ourselves, 
beating ourselves up. Imagine a baby, born driven by enormous need, seduced by inherited 
predispositions of AOS to try to meet their needs apart from God, thrust into the devil’s world
to fend for him/her self. Do you blame that child for failing to live righteously? No, of course 
not! You are that baby. That is what happened to you. Now, because God knew that we would
be born into this mess, He made provision for us to overcome these immense problems that 
create so much misery, to tear down our toxic thinking, replace it with His own so that we 
can live out this life filled with peace & fruits of the Spirit.This study is a lesson of the hope 
we have in Christ.
 
I’m going to personalize my summary by using the 2nd singular, person personal pronoun “you” rather 
than the collective pronoun “we”.

Tonight’s study is titled 

“Essence of the Soul”

Consider a Summary of the MIND – nous –Your mind is your “evaluation 
center”. You use your mind . . .to examine the things you experience in 
life . .  . to evaluate the things you experience in life . . .to understand the 
events of your life. You use your mind to ask questions . . .
What just happened?
Why did it happen?
What does it mean?
What do I do about it?
How do I avoid this painful circumstance?  
How can I get these same good results?
What do I have to do to take control of my life in unpredictable events?

Your mind is a staging area . . .where you evaluate what is happening 
now . . .against what happened in the past . . .against what you experienced
in the past . . .against what you previously concluded . . .Why?  So you can 
draw new conclusions . . .conclusions that you believe . . .conclusions you 
now program into your heart (subconscious mind)WHY? . . . to form your 
old-man belief systems.

Consider a Summary of the HEART – kardia – Your “heart” is your “memory 
center”.You store all of your beliefs in your heart. Your heart has storage 
compartments for your beliefs. Your beliefs are stored in your heart as 
categorized beliefs. Your beliefs are stored in your heart for application when
appropriate. 



Your heart stores information . . .retrievable as vocabulary . . .retrievable in 
categories . . .retrievable as values in your conscience.
Your “heart” contains . . .old-man belief systems;new-man belief systems. 
Your “heart” is where all of our beliefs are stored . . .for use in evaluating life
events,for making appropriate choices,for taking action.
 
Conscience – function of belief systems forming a guideline by which an 
individual determines his own ideas of right-wrong, good-bad, etc. 
Everyone’s conscience is programmed by their own adopted beliefs. Faith 
 
Faith is the influence system of the soul. Information is evaluated and 
conclusions reached in the mind. Once a conclusion is reached, if it is 
believed, it is transferred to the heart for storage and later use in life. If 
conclusions are not believed, they are stored in memory as theories we 
consider incorrect. Every conclusion we believe is transferred into the heart 
and becomes part of the belief system. Faith programs the heart. The 
content of our faith (what we believe) determines how we will view every 
issue and area of life.Faith is how we apply what we have believed. We use 
faith to attach to an idea stored in the heart and use it to deal with a life 
event.
 
Emotions – reins; kidneys; bowels – appreciator of the soul. 

• Thoughts and emotions are closely tied together in the bible – Psm 
7:9; 26:2; Jer 17:10; 20:12; Rev 2:23.

• Emotions respond to thought – Gen. 43:40; Jer 4:19
truth/thought = positive emotions – Prov 23:16 
lie/thought = negative emotions – Mt 27:3-5
◦ Emotions can be affected by the body – chemical 

imbalances.Changing the body can change emotions – work, play, 
relaxation – posture

◦ Emotions can play an instructive role – indicators of thought – Psm 
16:7 Never used as basis of decisions – don’t choose based on how 
you feel – choose based on right and wrong.

◦ Emotions increase the effectiveness of thought put into action – 
enthusiasm, passion, desire, eagerness, excitement.

◦ Emotions can be repressed – primary defense against pain – 2Cor 
6:12 (stenochoreomai); Col 3:21 (athumos); Eph 6:4 – (parorgizo).

◦ Emotions must be free to operate as God designedEmotional pain is 
instructive to change thought – don’t repress it – it is okay to hurt – 
it is normal to hurt.

◦ Emotional joy, passion, excitement is a wonderful blessing that can 
only be experienced when emotions are free to operate. Freedom of 
emotion does not necessitate freedom of expression – anger 
resentment, bitterness, etc. 



◦ Emotions are changed by changing thought not by repression.
 
Volition – the ability to choose; the power to choose our own beliefs and 
determine our own actions. Every imperative (command) in the bible shows 
that we have the ability to use our volition to choose to obey. Our volition 
and how we use it is the greatest issue in our lives. Our eternal destiny is 
determined by the use of our volition – what we choose to believe about 
Jesus Christ. Our eternal destiny is determined by the use of our volition as a
Christian – what we choose to believe about God’s authority, God’s word and 
God’s plan for our lives.

The central issue in the Angelic Conflict is the use of Angelic volition – Angels
chose to rebel against God’s authority bring judgment upon themselves.
Satan – Ezek 28:15-19; Isa 14:12-14
Fallen angels – 1/3 of the angels – Rev 12:4

The reason man needs a savior is because of Adam’s volition – his choice to 
disobey God caused all mankind to come under the penalty of spiritual 
death. 
Fall of Adam – Gen. 3:6; 1Tim 2:14Mankind – Rom 5:12

The possession of volition gives us both opportunity and responsibility.
• Opportunity – we are able to choose our own beliefs, thoughts, feelings

and actions – we determine our own destiny.
• Responsibility – each of us must face the consequences of our own 

choices, either good or bad.
◦ Gal 6:7 Be not deceived; God is not mocked: for whatsoever a man 

sows, that shall he also reap – whatever we choose will return to us 
as blessing or cursing

◦ Josh 24:15 – choose this day whom you will serve… - we all choose 
to serve the Lord or to serve ourselves.


